WE WANT YOU!
JOIN ZORTIFY AS:

EXPERIENCED FRONTEND
DEVELOPER (F/M/D)
Zortify generates and delivers information about people based on
text analysis and AI.We provide insights on personality traits that
strongly correlate with business success. Zortify makes it possible
to reliably assess people through artificial intelligence. The unique
combination of self-assessment data with text analysis allows the
Zortify algorithm to validly predict personality traits highly
relevant
to
professional
success.Although
the
potential
applications of the Zortify AI are multifold, we currently generate
our revenue from these use cases, Top-Executive selection,
Automation of recruiting, Coaching & Leadership development,
Personality checks for investors... much more (text based) are in
the pipeline and the rest is up to your fantasy! Zortify provides
Artificial Intelligence for Human Decision Making!

Your expertise matters
Expertise in UI/UX design
Webpage design
Experience building complex Javascript SPA’s using React
Solid experience with testing of Javascript SPAs and experience
with CI/CD pipelines
Experience in using version control (Git) and build systems
(Maven and Gradle)
Deep understanding of the web technology stack (like HTTP(s),
REST, SOAP, JSON, XML, etc.)
Experience in handling application security risks such as
Injection, Broken Authentication, Sensitive Data Exposure, XML
External Entities (XXE), Broken Access Control, Security
Misconfiguration, Cross-Site Scripting XSS, Insecure
Deserialization, using Components with known vulnerabilities
and Insufficient Logging & Monitoring
Experience in Linux Administration is a plus
Knowledge of Nginx is a plus
Good English skills

www.zortify.com
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Life at Zortify
You work in a top notch startup and build cutting the edge
technologies.
An opportunity to join a fast growing and agile company full of
smart and kind people·
You will have a direct impact and a job with a strong purpose·
A strong focus on professional and personal growth across all
teams·
Long-term and very personal relationships with employees and
customers·
Awesome international colleagues to work with and celebrate
successes together with·
Flexible working hours, a modern office directly in the heart of
Luxembourg City (House of Startups, 9 Rue du Laboratoire, 1911
Luxembourg)
If you are interested we are looking forward to your application.
Ideally, you already send us your notice period and your salary
expectations.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our
co-founder Florian (florian@zortify.com).
We are looking forward to meeting you!
Privacy Policy: By submitting your application, you agree that we
process your information as part of the selection process. Your
data will not be shared with third parties and you can request the
deletion of your data at any time.

www.zortify.com

